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1. Introduction

Since 1 January 2003, a new double tax Treaty is applicable between Belgium and the Netherlands. The old Treaty of 1970 already included a specific provision relating to partnerships. Including three distinct provisions has now expanded the tradition and it is the objective of this expose to examine these provisions in their domestic and international context. For that purpose, we will first outline the general approach under the previous Treaty and under the OECD Commentary. Next, we will place the domestic classification rules for foreign entities of each Contracting State under scrutiny and apply them to the other State’s partnerships. Finally, we will examine the specific partnership provisions of the new Treaty by analysing the examples given in the Joint Explanatory Notes. Evidently, reference will be made to the treatment of analogue situations suggested by the OECD Partnership Report. As the provisions seem to overlap to some extent, we have also contemplated the nature of their interrelationship.

2. The partnership approach under the Belgium–Netherlands 1970 tax Treaty

According to Art. 4, Para. 1, of the Belgium–Nether-
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lands tax Treaty of 1970 (hereinafter: the 1970 tax Treaty), the Dutch civil law partnership, the Dutch general partnership and the Dutch limited partnership, the place of effective management of which is situated in the Netherlands, are considered Treaty residents. Furthermore, Art. 3, Para. 1, subpart 2, of the 1970 tax Treaty explicitly mentions that those partnerships are considered persons. Consequently, a Dutch partnership is entitled to claim the benefits of the Treaty, despite the fact that under Dutch tax law partnerships are treated as transparent. This is a remarkable deviation of the other tax treaties concluded by the Netherlands. Neither in Belgium nor in the Netherlands an explanation for the created Treaty residency of aforementioned partnerships has been provided.

3. The OECD partnership approach

As of July 2000, several paragraphs of the OECD Commentary make reference to classification conflicts. In case of a different classification of an entity, the OECD Commentary suggests that the State of Source should take into account, as part of the factual context in which the convention is to be applied, the way in which an item of income arising in its jurisdiction is treated in the jurisdiction of the person claiming the benefits of the convention as a resident. The classification of the entity in the State of Residence will be decisive. Moreover, the Commentary states that where the income has flowed through the partnership to the partners, the income should be viewed as ‘paid’ to the partners. Therefore, if the partnership does not qualify as a resident, the partners are the appropriate persons to claim the benefits of the Convention in the State where they are resident to the extent they are liable to tax on their share of the income. In the absence of such interpretation, the Treaty benefits could not be claimed as the partnership would not be considered a resident on the one hand and the partners would not be regarded as the direct recipients of the income on the other hand.

Despite a common classification of an entity, characterization conflicts may still occur with respect to the nature of an item of income. The Contracting States may indeed disagree on which allocative provision is relevant, again owing to differences in their respective domestic laws. This can result in double taxation or double non-taxation. In this case the OECD Commentary considers that when the State of Residence applies Art. 23 of the OECD Model, the phrase ‘…in accordance with the provisions of this Convention, may be taxed in the other Contracting State…’ is still applicable to that item of income as interpreted and applied by the State of Source. This means that the State of Residence is required to follow the characterization of the State of Source and apply the exemption or credit method accordingly. Following this clarification, the characterization conflict is resolved by the obligation of the State of Residence to grant relief from double taxation pursuant to Art. 23 of the OECD Model.

In this respect, it should be noted that the Netherlands, as opposed to Belgium, has made an observation on the Commentary to Art. 1 and the Commentary to Articles 23A and 23B. The Netherlands will only adhere to abovementioned interpretation if it is explicitly confirmed in a specific tax Treaty or if it is the result of a mutual agreement procedure or unilateral policy. At the time this observation was made, the Netherlands was already negotiating the 2003 Belgium-Netherlands tax Treaty.

4. Potential classification conflicts between Belgium and the Netherlands

A. Notes of the Treaty partners

Already in the 1970 Treaty, the two countries were aware of the problems a different classification of entities could create. The Joint Explanatory Notes

---
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B. Belgian classification of foreign entities

1. The general principles

According to article 2, §2 of the Belgian Income Tax Code (hereinafter: ITC) only personal laws can be subject to corporate taxation. Legal personality is awarded by the Company Code. As tax law follows civil law, legal personality will principally be recognized for tax purposes to the extent tax law does not explicitly deviate from civil law. Belgian tax law only does so in a very limited number of cases.

In defining ‘companies’, the Belgian ITC does not distinguish between domestic and foreign companies. Therefore, a foreign entity has to be a legal person in order to qualify for company taxation in Belgium. The legal personality of a foreign company is determined by the law of its seat of management (lex societatis). Again, Belgian tax law will follow the foreign company law characterization, even if the foreign tax law provides for fiscal transparency. The leading case in this respect is the ‘Prince de Ligne’ judgment. It concerns a Belgian resident who participates in a French ‘société civile immobilière’ (‘civil real estate company’). According to French law, this company is a legal person, yet subject to fiscal transparency according to articles 8 and 60 of the French Code Général des Impôts (‘C.G.I.’). The Belgian tax administration characterized the income derived from the ‘société civile immobilière’ as immovable income of the Belgian resident since it was constituted entirely out of rents paid. The Court of Appeal did not concur as Belgian law is to respect the legal personality awarded by French law. Yet the foreign tax transparency cannot be upheld in Belgium as the Belgian Court and administration are only competent to apply Belgian tax law. The Court concludes that the income derived by the Belgian partner in the French ‘société civile immobilière’ is taxable in Belgium as income from moveable goods (income from dividends).

In a single provision only, Belgian tax law derogates from this general approach to foreign entities. Article 227, §2 ITC provides that foreign associations, institutions or entities without legal personality but established in a legal form comparable to the legal form of a company according to Belgian law, falls within the scope of the non-resident taxation. In other words, for Belgium-sourced income tax purposes, a foreign entity without legal personality can nevertheless be treated by Belgian tax law as opaque on the condition it is similar to a Belgian company. This comparability is very difficult to assess and no guidance is provided in the Administrative Commentary. A comparison with the Belgian general and limited partnerships can be interesting as they both have legal personality and at the same time have the characteristics of a partnership. On this basis, it is suggested that a Dutch general partnership and a German ‘Offene Handelsgesellschaft’ are such comparable entities and should therefore be considered as opaque for Belgian non-resident taxation purposes.
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2. Belgian classification of Netherlands partnerships

Netherlands company law does not assign legal personality to the Netherlands general partnership (‘v.o.f.’) and neither to a limited partnership (‘c.v.’). The Belgian classification of these two entities is heavily disputed. In a question regarding the accounting treatment of participations in a Dutch c.v., the Belgian Commission for Accounting Standards (hereinafter: C.A.S.) was asked to rule on the Belgian status of this entity. It is implied that the Dutch c.v. is located and managed in the Netherlands. The C.A.S. pointed out that Belgian law (‘lex fori’) will determine the classification of the foreign entity. While the C.A.S. acknowledges that the c.v. does not have legal personality in the Netherlands, it is able to discern several characteristics that are reserved to legal persons in Belgium. The C.A.S. points out that the entity acts in its own name and for its own account, to a certain extent has assets and liabilities separate from their partners, has active and passive legal standing, can be declared bankrupt and finally has a kind of ‘bound co-ownership’ in the interest of external stakeholders. Consequently, the C.A.S. holds that the contributions should be treated as participations in companies. As Belgian tax law should abide by this civil law characterization, the Dutch c.v. and the very similar Dutch v.o.f. will be regarded as opaque from the Belgian tax law perspective. The tax authorities negotiating the Treaty conclude similarly in the Notes. Van Crombrugghe shares this opinion without further reservations. Haeltman however contends that the absence of Dutch legal personality will be respected by Belgian tax law. This reasoning is followed by De Broe and Heyvaert. De Broe in particular objects to the use of the Belgian legal perspective (‘lex fori’). He contends that the question of legal personality should be solved according to the country of seat of management (‘lex societatis’), being the Netherlands. This leads De Broe to the conclusion that the Dutch c.v. also from a Belgian perspective should be considered transparent.

In our view, it is indeed irrelevant whether the Dutch c.v. has properties that are unique to legal persons in Belgium. By trying to determine how Belgian law would regard an entity with the characteristics of the Dutch c.v., the C.A.S. ignores the Belgian rules of international private law. The entire classification issue should be resolved exclusively from the perspective of the country where the central management is located (‘lex societatis’), being the Netherlands in the case at hand. In doing so, Belgium should not substitute the Dutch concept of ‘legal personality’ with its domestic concept. We therefore concur with the majority of legal scholars that a Dutch v.o.f. and c.v. are to be considered transparent from the Belgian perspective.

The classification of a Netherlands civil law partnership (‘maatschap’) however does not create any specific problems with respect to the Belgian general principles. Dutch company law does not award the ‘maatschap’ any of the aforementioned characteristics typical to Belgian legal personality. Even according to the abovementioned reasoning of the C.A.S. and the tax administration, the entity clearly is to be considered transparent from the Belgian perspective also.
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32 This reasoning is of course only valid from a Belgian perspective as long as the other Contracting State clearly awards or denounces ‘legal personality’ to the entity in question. In the absence of such a clear classification by the lex societatis, there is no alternative but to analyse the characteristics awarded by the lex societatis to the foreign entity according to Belgian law (lex fori). This was the case with regard to a U.S. general partnership in Court of Appeal of Brussels, April 30, 1998, A.F.T., March 1999, with note A. Van De Vijver, p.119-124. U.S. domestic law does not allow determining clearly whether general and limited partnerships have legal personality, so that the Court could only fall back on the domestic concept (lex fori). We contend with Van De Vijver that this was the right solution. However, in the case at hand it is clear that, according to Netherlands civil law, Dutch general (and limited) partnerships are transparent. Hence, referring to the lex fori does not become a necessity and the prohibition by Belgian international private law not to do so, stands.
C. Dutch classification of foreign entities

1. The general principles

In determining the transparent or opaque nature of a foreign entity, the crucial element for the Dutch Supreme Court seems to be whether the partners are directly entitled to the profits of the entity.\(^\text{33}\) Dutch international private law provides that this has to be determined according to the characteristics of the entity under the applicable foreign law,\(^\text{34}\) which is the law of incorporation or establishment of the foreign entity.\(^\text{35}\) Parallel to Belgium, the classification for Dutch taxation purposes is done autonomously, meaning that the classification under foreign tax law is irrelevant.\(^\text{36}\) In 1997 the Dutch tax administration issued a Decree that outlined the criteria determining, in their view, whether a foreign entity should be treated as transparent or opaque.\(^\text{37}\) The Decree was issued in the framework of the participation exemption and is to be applied where the Netherlands is the residence state of the partners. The criteria are the following.\(^\text{38}\)

(i) Is a resolution required to distribute the entity’s profits to the participants?
(ii) Is the participant’s liability limited to the capital contribution?
(iii) Is the entity the legal owner of the assets used for conducting the business operations?
(iv) Can the participants freely transfer their interest in the entity?
(v) Is the entity’s capital divided into shares?
(vi) Is the entity subject to tax in the state where it is resident?

Both the articles of association of the foreign entity as well as the applicable foreign company law are to be taken into consideration when assessing these criteria. If all criteria are met, the entity is considered opaque for Dutch taxation purposes. In the large majority of cases however, the foreign entity will not meet all the criteria. In that instance, the entities are considered hybrid and further tests are provided. The Decree divides those hybrids in limited partnerships on the one hand and hybrid entities on the other. An entity will be regarded as a limited partnership provided (i) that the liability of the limited partners is limited to their capital contributions, (ii) that the limited partnership is not the legal bearer of the rights and obligations of the conducted business activities and (iii) that the general partner legally owns the assets used for conducting the partnership’s business. Subsequently, such a limited partnership will be regarded as opaque for Dutch taxation purposes if the participation in the entity is freely transferable and as transparent if otherwise. This rather restrictive criterion is based on the features of a Dutch ‘open’ limited partnership of which the interests should be transferable without the consent of all partners. This ‘open’ limited partnership is treated as opaque for Dutch taxation purposes.

In order to determine whether hybrid entities other than limited partnerships should be treated as transparent or opaque, the Decree\(^\text{37}\) provides further criteria. The first element is whether either the partners or the entity are the legal owners of the assets used for the entity’s business. In the situation where the partners are the legal owners of the assets, the entity will be considered transparent for Dutch taxation purposes. In the opposite situation, the entity will normally be regarded as opaque. However, even when the entity legally owns the business assets, it may still be treated as transparent under the condition that the business is conducted for the risk and account of the participants and the participants are directly entitled to the entity’s profits. The latter will be the case when no resolution is required to distribute the profits to the participants.\(^\text{40}\)

2. Dutch classification of Belgian partnerships

The ‘maatschap’ or ‘société de droit commun’ (the Belgian civil law partnership, hereinafter: s.d.c.)\(^\text{41}\) does not meet any of the six tests. Since the s.d.c. has no legal personality\(^\text{42}\) and none of the partners have
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limited liability, it obviously cannot constitute a limited partnership under the Decree. Its lack of legal personality also prevents it from owning the assets of the business and company law does not require a resolution to distribute profits. Hence, under Netherlands tax law and parallel to the Belgian treatment, the s.d.c. will be regarded as transparent.

The ‘vennootschap onder firma’ or ‘société en nom collectif’ (hereinafter: s.n.c.) can be considered to be the Belgian general partnership. The only company law difference with the limited partnership (‘gespanne commanditaire vennootschap’ or ‘société en commandite simple’, hereinafter: s.c.s.), is that the s.c.s. can have partners with limited liability whereas all the partners in the s.n.c. have joint unlimited liability. The Dutch classification of these two entities for Dutch taxation purposes is disputed in literature. De Vries and Sillevis are of the opinion that the Belgian s.n.c. should be classified as transparent for Dutch taxation purposes. Despite the fact that the s.n.c. has legal personality, they state that the partners are directly entitled to the profits. This reasoning is followed by Van Waardenburg and Van Keulen. On the other hand, Siebens states that due to the legal personality of the s.n.c., the partners are not directly entitled to the profits and the s.n.c. should be regarded as opaque for Dutch taxation purposes.

Under abovementioned Decree, the two partnerships will not satisfy all six tests for the reason that their partners do not have limited liability, except for the limited partners in the s.c.s. It will also depend on the partnership contract whether the interests are transferable without the consent of the other partners. Under the Decree, the s.c.s. (and s.n.c.) equally do not qualify as a Netherlands limited partnership since the assets are not owned by the general partner and the entity does have rights and liabilities of its own because of its legal personality. For the same reason, the s.n.c. and the s.c.s. are the legal owner of the assets used for conducting the business activities. In the end, the s.c.s and s.n.c. will be considered opaque when a resolution is required to distribute the profits to the participants. Such a decision on the company level is indeed required by Belgian company law. Consequently and notwithstanding the unlimited liability of some partners, both entities should be regarded as opaque under the Decree. This would bring their Netherlands treatment in line with their Belgian treatment.

5. The new Treaty partnership provisions

A. Initiative of the Contracting States (Art. 2, Protocol I)

1. The Protocol provision

Art. 2, Protocol I, of the new Treaty provides that if a company is subject to tax as such in one Contracting State, yet the income or the assets of that company are taxed as income or assets of the participants in that company in the other Contracting State, the Treaty provisions cannot have as a consequence that double taxation or a complete or partial exemption of the income or the assets continues. In order to avoid such a consequence, the tax, income and assets of the company are deemed to be tax, income and assets of the participants of that company proportionate to their entitlement to the assets of the company. The third sentence provides that double taxation can be avoided by (i) the other State giving a credit for the tax on the income or assets levied by the first State and by (ii) the first State (State of Residence of the company) waiving the tax on the distribution of the profits to the participants resident in the other State. The syntax of the sentence implies that both relief methods can be applied cumulatively.

2. The example given by the Notes

The Notes give the example of two natural persons, one of which is a resident of the Netherlands and the other of Belgium, starting up a Dutch general partnership (‘v.o.f.’) with an equal share for each partner. The
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54 Contra with respect to the s.n.c.: B. Peeters, Het nieuwe Belgisch-Nederlands dubbelbelastingverdrag, Een artikelsgewijze bespreking, 2nd edition, 2002, p. 58; His opinion is based on the absence of capital divided into shares and the unlimited liability of the partners.
business activities are carried on in Belgium. Although the Notes do not explicitly provide so, we must assume that the effective seat of management is located in Belgium, else Belgium would only be competent to tax the income of a permanent establishment, if any. Because the v.o.f. is a resident of Belgium, the Belgian tax law derogation of the civil law principles regarding legal personality, will not apply. According to the Notes, the v.o.f. is considered a Belgian company in the sense of article 3 of the Treaty. The profit of the v.o.f. will be taxed in Belgium at the standard corporate income tax rate (33.99% at this point in time). From the Dutch perspective, the v.o.f. is transparent and the Dutch partner will be taxable on half of the income, on which the relief method of article 23, second paragraph, b of the Treaty will apply.

When the v.o.f. distributes profits, from a Belgian perspective a 25 percent withholding tax (hereinafter: ‘WHT”) will be due on the Belgian individual’s share and a 15 percent WHT on the Dutch partner’s share, following article 10 of the Treaty. From a Netherlands perspective, this WHT leads to legal double taxation on its resident, the first taxation on the ‘permanent establishment’ of the Dutch partner and a second tax on the distribution of the profits to the Netherlands. This double taxation can be avoided either by Belgium waiving the WHT on the dividend or by the Netherlands providing a credit for the Belgian WHT. The competent authorities of the Contracting States will decide in a mutual agreement procedure ex Article 28 Para. 3 of the Treaty which relief method will be applied.

3. Analysis

This example is surprising in many ways. If we accept the premise that the Dutch v.o.f. with its effective seat of management in Belgium will actually be regarded as opaque by Belgium, the following remarks can be made. First, the second sentence of Art. 2, Protocol I, seems to imply that Belgium should accept the Netherlands transparency classification and treat the income as ‘income … of the participants of that company proportionate to their entitlement to the assets of the company.’ If the latter provision is to be interpreted as a classification rule determining the taxing competence of the Contracting States, Belgium would only be able to tax the Netherlands partner of the Dutch v.o.f. when it has a PE in Belgium. As there is no mention of or allusion to this additional requirement, it appears the second sentence of Art. 2, Protocol I, is not meant to have such an effect. Moreover, since in the abovementioned example Belgium is not straight out prohibited from levying dividend withholding tax, it seems this provision is not to be taken into account for the application of Art. 10 of the Treaty. As a result, the exact scope of the provision remains unclear. A final remark concerns the cumulative applicability of the two relief methods. It seems, notwithstanding the clear syntax of the third sentence of Art. 2, Protocol I, that only one method will apply and it will be left to the competent authorities to decide which one. This suggests that an entity seeking relief in this situation is required to start the mutual agreement procedure of article 28 of the Treaty.

4. Comparison with the OECD partnership report

The example outlined in the Notes is almost identical to example 18 of the OECD report. According to the Report, the classification conflict raises three difficulties with respect to the elimination of double taxation. Applied to the case at hand, these are:

1. the fact that Belgium tax two different events, the earning of profits and their distribution, while the Netherlands will only tax one event, being the earning of profits;
2. the timing mismatch that could result from the fact that Belgium taxes the distribution a year later than the Netherlands; and
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56 We already contended above that in our view, a Dutch v.o.f. is to be treated as transparent from a Belgian perspective as well. In the case at hand, an even stronger objection is to be made against the proposition that Belgium would see the v.o.f. as opaque. In its international private law, Belgium applies the law of the country where the effective seat of management is located in order to determine legal personality. As already mentioned, tax law follows civil law in Belgium. The example given presupposes that the effective seat of management is in Belgium; if not, Belgium would not be competent to tax the dividend distribution at all. Consequently, Belgium will only have to look at its own company law in order to determine whether the entity has legal personality. If the v.o.f. has not taken the form of a Belgian legal person, which always requires some kind of formal procedure, it will not have legal existence in Belgium and be transparent. On the other hand, if the entity did follow a procedure to become a legal person in Belgium, it will be incorporated in Belgium from that moment onwards. The Netherlands will now see the entity as a Belgian company. In conclusion, a correct application of Belgian international private law to this example will prevent the entity from becoming hybrid so that the Protocol provision is not applicable.
57 What we have contradicted under Heading 4.B.2.
3. the fact that Belgian tax is levied on the partnership as a legal entity while the Netherlands tax is levied on the partners.

Regarding the first two problems, the OECD approach is quite different from that taken by the Treaty partners. The Report does not seem to have a problem with the profit taxation and subsequent taxation of the distribution by Belgium in this case. The Netherlands should only be required to exempt or give a credit for the business profits derived from Belgium. The Report simply submits that the Netherlands would not be able to tax the dividend distribution since the partnership is transparent from the Dutch viewpoint. Accordingly, the Netherlands would not be able to give a credit for the dividend withholding tax.59

In contrast, the Notes explicitly take notice of the legal double taxation that arises from the viewpoint of the Netherlands. As the Netherlands only considers the partners and ignores the partnership as a legal entity, the partner’s profits are being taxed twice in Belgium; once as a profit and a second time upon distribution of that profit. In this respect, it appears the Treaty partners have reached a more thorough solution than is submitted by the OECD.

Regarding the third difficulty, the Notes, contrary to Lang, take the position that the transparency approach is to prevail over the entity approach. According to Lang, also the business profits of the partnership should fall under Art. 10 of the OECD Model Tax Convention as income from corporate rights.60 Under that hypothesis, the Netherlands should have the residual taxing rights and Belgium’s taxing power would be limited to the percentage provided for in Art. 10. However, it is difficult to see how the business profits could in any case qualify as ‘income from corporate rights’. From the Belgian perspective, the business profits constitute income of the corporation itself and not of its shareholders and from the Netherlands perspective, there simply is no legal entity.

Overall, the position of the Contracting States seems well balanced and defensible. In this light, it is even more regrettable the Notes suggest it is necessary to rely on the competent authority procedure to find the right means to prevent the double taxation.

**B. Initiative of the partnership (Art. 4, subpart b, Protocol I)**

1. The Protocol provision

This provision, aimed at ensuring Treaty rights for hybrid entities, reads as follows:

‘If a company is not subject to tax as such in one Contracting State and is subject to tax as such in the other Contracting State, on request of the company, the provisions of sections III, IV and V of the Treaty will be applied by the other Contracting State to the extent they should have been applied if the participants in the company’s capital had received the income directly or owned the capital of the company directly, each to the extent of its share in the company. The application of the former sentence does not prevent the other Contracting State to determine the taxable base according to its national law and only reduces this insofar as results directly from the former sentence.’

2. The example given by the Notes

The Joint Explanatory Notes provide an example of the application of this provision.61 A Dutch individual and a Dutch b.v., both residents in the Netherlands, are partners in a Dutch v.o.f. Each of the partners is entitled to the partnerships assets for fifty percent. The business of the company is effectively carried on in the Netherlands.62 The v.o.f. holds a 20 percent stake in the share capital of a Belgian resident b.v.b.a.. The b.v.b.a. distributes a dividend. From the Belgian perspective, the Dutch v.o.f. is opaque yet Art. 10 of the Treaty is not applicable since the partnership is not subject to Dutch taxation and therefore does not qualify as a resident according to Articles 1 and 4 of the Treaty. The Dutch partners cannot enjoy Treaty benefits either as they are not the beneficiaries of the dividend from the Belgian perspective. Belgium would levy the standard withholding tax of 25 percent on the profits distributed by the b.v.b.a.

---

**Notes**

59 The Report, paragraphs 136 and 137. However, under the 2003 Belgium-Netherlands tax Treaty one could argue that the Netherlands should keep open the possibility under the Competent Authority Procedure to give a credit as suggested by the Notes, even if this would be in conflict with Dutch domestic law.


61 Kamerstukken II, 2001-2002, 28229, nr. 3 at 23.

62 We presume that the management and control is equally situated in the Netherlands.
3. Analysis

Art. 4(b), Protocol I includes that the v.o.f. may opt in Belgium to grant the Treaty benefits of Art. 10 to the v.o.f. and reduce the withholding tax to the extent as if the dividends were paid directly to the partners. In the abovementioned example, this would lower the withholding tax rate to 10 percent.\(^{63}\) It should be observed that this final percentage is limited to this particular case. Every distinct division of the shares in the v.o.f. between the b.v. and the individual will result in another final withholding tax rate. The rationale of this aggregated percentage seems to be that from the Belgian accounting law perspective only the participation of the v.o.f. is visible\(^{64}\) and it is impossible reportingwise to split up the dividends in order to apply different withholding tax rates for the two Dutch partners.

It should be noted that Art. 4(b), Protocol I only applies to companies. However, from the Dutch perspective, the v.o.f. is not a company in the meaning of Art. 3 (1)(c) of the Treaty as it is not a body corporate or an entity treated as a body corporate for Dutch taxation purposes. On the other hand, the scope of Art. 4(b), Protocol I is determined by the requirement that the provision applies to companies that are not subject to tax as such in one Contracting State and are subject to tax as such in the other Contracting State. Therefore, considering this requirement and the abovementioned example, the context outlined by the Joint Explanatory Notes seems to require that the definition of the term ‘company’ is no to be applied in this respect.\(^{65}\)

4. Comparison with the OECD partnership approach

The solution provided for by Art. 4(b), Protocol I is comparable to the one suggested in Para. 8.4 of the revised 2000 Commentary on Art. 4 of the OECD Model Tax Convention. This paragraph suggests that where a State disregards a partnership for tax purposes and treats it as fiscally transparent, the partners are the appropriate persons to claim the benefits of the Convention concluded by the State of which they are residents since the income of the partnership flows through the partnership to the partners and they are liable to tax on that income under the domestic law of that State. A difference between Art. 4(b), Protocol I and the OECD approach is that under Art. 4(b) it is the partnership itself that has the competence to opt for this treatment. As mentioned above, the rationale of one aggregated percentage seems to be of a practical nature. The OECD approach also covers partners residing in third States. Due to the bilateral character of the Belgium-Netherlands tax Treaty, the scope of Art. 4(b) is limited to resident partners in the Netherlands and Belgium. However, it should be noted that in 1997 a Decree was issued by the Dutch Ministry of Finance in which this approach, provided certain conditions are met, was extended to partners residing in third States.\(^{66}\) As Belgium did not make any observations to the Partnership report, it can be presumed it also would follow the OECD approach.

5. Relationship between the two Protocol provisions

The relationship between the two Protocol provisions discussed is far from clear.\(^{67}\) Based on the example given, Art. 2, Protocol I seems only applicable after the allocative provisions have been applied and double taxation or double exemption still results. The Joint Explanatory Notes state that the competent authorities will decide which method of relief will be appropriate. Both of these considerations indicate it was not the negotiators’ intention for Art. 2, Protocol I, to have direct effect. They imply that the provision is merely a statement of cause for remedying double taxation, to be applied by the competent authorities on a case-by-case basis.\(^{68}\) On the other hand, Art. 4(b), Protocol I clearly allows the hybrid entity to invoke Treaty articles to the benefit of its partners without having to rely on a mutual agreement procedure. Its direct effect cannot be doubted.

The wording of Art. 4(b), Protocol I seems to imply that this provision could also prevent Belgium to levy dividend withholding tax in the example given in Heading 5.B.2. If on request of the v.o.f., the provisions of sections III of the Treaty would have been applied by the other Contracting State (in the example at hand: Belgium) to the extent they should have been applied if the partners in the v.o.f. had received the income directly, a dividend withholding tax would no longer be possible. Based on Art. 10, Para. 1 of the Treaty, the income can no longer be considered as ‘dividends paid by a company’ since income is now considered to be received directly by the partners for Treaty purposes. However, it can also be defended based on the example given in Heading 5.B.2,

---

**Notes**

63 5% WHT on the 50% interest of the BV (2.5%) and 15% WHT on the 50% interest of the individual (7.5%). Adding these two percentages results in the final percentage of 10%.

64 Shareholders in a b.v.b.a. are registered by name.


68 An agreement reached in such a mutual agreement procedure is to be published and will be binding in similar cases according to Art. 3, Protocol I.
that Art. 4(b) Protocol I is only applicable to situations where a company is not subject to tax as such in the State where it is a ‘resident’ and is subject to tax as such in the State where it generates income. In that supposition, the provision would not be applicable in situations as in Heading 5.A.2. However, there are no grounds mentioned in the text of the provision for such an interpretation.

C. The limited partnership provision (Art. 10, §7)

The Joint Explanatory Notes mention that this provision was introduced to prevent certain items of income being taxed twice or less than once as a consequence of classification conflicts. In this respect, it is mentioned that Art. 10 §7 supplements Art. 2, Protocol I. Art. 10 §7 reads as follows:

‘Income earned as a silent (limited) partner from profit shares in an enterprise of one of the Contracting States may be taxed in that State according to its laws’.

This provision allocates taxing jurisdiction for the limited partner’s profit share to the Contracting State where the limited partnership is located, regardless of its classification as transparent or opaque. According to the Joint Explanatory Notes, Art. 10 §7 is to be applied exclusively with respect to income earned as a limited partner from profit shares in an enterprise of one of the Contracting States. This means that the provisions of articles 5, 7, 10 §1 till §6 and 11 are not applicable to this kind of income. Subsequently, the resident State of the partner will have to give relief according to Art. 23 of the Treaty irrespective of the characterization of the income under the laws of that State. In other words, the Resident State of the partnership (the partnership’s enterprise is to be carried on by a resident of that State, art. 3 Para. 1, under d, of the Treaty) has the exclusive taxing jurisdiction of the profit share of the limited partner.

The relationship of this provision with Art. 2, Protocol I is rather vague. With respect to the example under Heading 5.A.2, the outcome seems to be considerably different if the Dutch v.o.f. was replaced by a Dutch c.v. (or Belgian s.c.s.). According to Art. 10 §7, Belgium has the full taxing right on the dividends paid to the Netherlands partner and does not have to refrain from dividend withholding tax as seemed to be the consequence of Art. 2, Protocol I as applied to the v.o.f. Moreover, since the Joint Explanatory Notes mention that Art. 10 §7 is to be applied exclusively and the provisions of Art. 10 §1 till §6 are not applicable, the withholding tax is not limited by the Treaty. Following the Joint Explanatory Notes, the Netherlands will subsequently have to give relief in accordance with Art. 23 of the Treaty.

6. Conclusion

In the 2003 Belgium-Netherlands tax Treaty, three provisions have been included relating to partnerships that implement a considerably different approach than the 1970 Treaty where (Dutch) partnerships were considered Treaty residents by virtue of a specific Treaty provision. Under the new Tax Treaty, two provisions relating to hybrid entities in general and one relating to limited partnerships specifically have been included. It is an interesting development in international policy that so much attention was given in the Treaty and in the Explanatory Notes to the classification conflicts inherent to partnerships. Nevertheless, not all aspects of the new provisions are clear, especially the scope and the interrelationship between the provisions remain somewhat obscure. Also the differing treatment of the general and the limited partnership is an impediment to the internal consistency of the new Treaty. Hence, it seems recommendable for future tax Treaty policy to realign the content of these provisions in order to present the taxpayer with a more consistent and comprehensive approach to remediating double taxation.

Notes
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